For Statler sponsored parties. A motion was by Charles F. Street, signed. Ballroom. The general ticket sale announced by Carroll W. Boyce, and which seemed favorable to sponsored parties, would make the ad-
sent ining them, and they will continue to be held at 8:15 P. M. on Tuesday, which is to be held next Wednesday evening at the Franciscan Monastery in Brighton.曲折, which was held last Tuesday at the Smith House. The guest speaker was Professor John D. R. of the Civil Engineering Department.

In his talk on "Engineering in the War," Professor Mitsch, pointed out that student engineers were more important to the war effort in col-

 committed to the drive to get donors.

To Catholic Club Chaplain Also Speaks at Dinner

The Technique

The Entertainment was supplied by some of the faculty men.

Senior Picture Proofs Ready In Bldg. 10 Lobby

The proof sheets are ad-

He spoke of the future of the American automobile industry, after which he had a question and answer period. The group put forward by the more than twenty building engineers present.

Plans were discussed for A.B.E. meeting in order to plan for the current term, and a membership drive was started.

Prof. Fales Talks On Auto Industry

Professor Dean A. Fales spoke at the term's first meeting of the Technological student branch of the Automobile Engineers, held yesterday afternoon at 3:45 in 34-164. He spoke of the future of the American automobile industry, after which he had a question and answer period. The group put forward by the more than twenty building engineers present.

Plans were discussed for A.B.E. meeting in order to plan for the current term, and a membership drive was started.
TREAT RIGHT

Anyone who has ever had a beneficial privilege granted him would be well advised not to bring about its removal intentionally. That is only common sense. Yet nevertheless a great number of Technology students are doing just this. They are unthinkingly devaluing their chances of continuing a practice which at present saves them a lot of time and effort.

This practice is Harvard Bridge hitch-hiking. The un-intentional dating of their own throats, and the self-inflicted wounds through brazen and inconsistent tactics now being employed in getting rides.

As far as hitch-hiking itself is concerned, although illegal under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, it has for the most part been condoned by police officials in deference to service. Recently, however, the Cambridge and Boston police have been putting a stop to hitch-hiking across the bridge. A white proof car has been shown up hourly on the hour for the purpose.

This special activity is entirely a result of the many complaints received from motorists concerning hitch-hiking in this area. It appears they have been making themselves obnoxious. On the Cambridge side they have been descending on cars passing through into Massachusetts Avenue from Memorial Drive. Legally they have been the bridge opening the door and piling in, expecting the good nature of the average driver to see them through.

One complaint so objected to by motorists is the overcrowding of cars. Should a man stop for one or two riders, he is instantly bidden from all sides by Techmen wearing their best "Aaaw, please, mister?" looks. If he gives in, he will more than likely cross the bridge chewing the fingernails of his mind with respect to the right rear retread, and he will probably not stop for riders again.

The largest number of complaints, however, concern the amount of street the hitch-hikers take over the Cambridge side. This is not only annoying to the motorists, but it is extremely hazardous, and more than one accident has been caused as a direct result of a hitch-hiker standing far out in the street, in the face almost on the road, and in some cases being covered by his own.

These complaints are well founded. If hitch-hikers want to keep their privilege, then a self-imposed code of ethics is certainly in order. Legally they are guests of the drivers, in some cases being covered by his insurance, and as such it is only correct conduct that they treat them with courtesy.

The drivers who cross Harvard Bridge in the morning, noon, and afternoon are fairly regular, and each driver alienated by objectionable practices is just one less potential ride each day. If as a result we become much less, there will be no rides even though the police allow this.

Moreover, the ill manners exhibited by hitch-hiking students reflects just as poorly upon the institute, despite the fact that it is in no way responsible. This certainly does not help Technology's relations with the public.

So let's watch it. Let's get rid of the good.

Remember, there will always be plenty of rides if you treat the drivers right.

In the Spotlight

The city fathers of Cleveland, Ohio have been trying to cover it up for over twenty years, but a fact is still a fact--the Lake Erie metropolitan area is responsible for being the birthplace of King Rayge, Vice President of the Senior Class and Course XXV man extraordinary. It is authentically reported that the Bayreit birthday is considered even a blushing hicklet in Cleveland history than the day when Bob Pinner joined the Navy.

It could happen to anybody, so one day King found himself at kindergarten. Somehow his teacher urged him to push up the faintest way to get him off some hands--and after several incidents which nearly forced him to leave the University School without the formality of a diploma, King found himself entering the hallowed halls of Technology in the fall of '44.

Pledged by Theta Chi

The usually "on the ball" Theta Chi lead type men didn't know what they were letting themselves into when they stopped a jaunty king on Claye's barren chest. King later became treasurer and vice president of the house, set a fraternity record for most stretching while breaking girlish hearts. However, he is now a politician, his well-worn and much-repealtered

TECHcasting

Friday, March 24, 1944

DOLL CAST IN BOSTON

The fad pin has been gathering dust in a dusty corner. King either decided to or was forced to become a member of the ivy team early in his freshman year. His athletic career was, however, very short-lived. One fateful afternoon, still suffering from a heavy night, he tried a tricky maneuver on the parallel bars, slipped, and fell, and slipped to the floor. Five hours later he called general meetings, uncertain what to do. Somehow the sympathetic manager gave him this helpful reminiscence that bears the name which was

![Image of a page from a newspaper, featuring a story about Technology students and their activities in a local area, including hitchhiking and a story about Theta Chi.]
New England Mermen Compete At Tech Pool

Artie Schwartz Leads Runners, Breaks Record

(Continued from Page 1)

10 1/2-Lew McKeen placed second in both the highs and lows, while Dick Porznick ran second in the mile. Also the Holliston to McKeen to Godie to Bryant relay team claimed the 1941 indoor seconds by winning the relay championship. Other scorers included Chuck Simpson, who won both the service men’s race, and Bob “Chief” Dodds, who placed in the 5000-meter event.

The Inter-Class Meet summary follows:

50-YD. Dash—Won by W. Cherry, 6 1/4; L. McKeen, 6 1/2; Holliston, 6 1/2; H. Troy, 6 1/4; B. Lindberg, 6 1/4; time, 5.9 sec.

40-YD. High hurdles—Won by R. McKeen, 6 1/2; A. Schwartz, 6 1/4; B. Burns, 6 1/4; R. Baldwin, 6 1/4; time, 8.1 sec.

1 Mile Run—Won by C. Oldfield, R. Porznick; A. Schwartz; B. Burns; R. Whipple; 3rd of the 45 class—time, 4:30.1.

60-YD. Run—Won by A. Bryant, 14 1/2; A. Kay, 14 1/2; R. Burns, 14 1/2; T. Randolph, 14; R. Whipple; 54 1/2—time, 5 sec.

Shot Put—Won by R. Burns, 16 1/2; J. Spekner, 16 1/2; B. Burns, 16 1/4; V. Murphy, 14—time, 21 feet 10 1/2 in.

50-YD. Low hurdles—Won by L. McKeen, 6 1/2; A. Schwartz, 6 1/4; R. Porznick, 6 1/4; R. Whipple, 6 1/2; A. Kay, 6 1/4; B. Burns; 6 1/4—time, 1:20.9, new record.

114-YD. Run—Won by A. Schwartz, 6 1/4; R. Porznick, 6 1/4; R. Whipple, 6 1/4; A. Kay, 6 1/2; B. Burns, 6 1/4; time, 46 sec.

440-YD. Run—Won by R. Dodds, 10 1/2; C. Simpson, 10 1/4; V. Murphy, 10 1/4; S. Devlin, 10 3/4.

T.C.A. Has Tickets For United War Relief Dance

The United Boston Youth will hold a benefit dance for the United War Relief tonight at the Hotel Alberene in Kenmore Square. Masks for the dance, which will get underway at 8:30 P.M. and run until midnight, will be supplied by George Gillis and his Orchestra. There will be also additional enter- tainment.

Tickets for the dance are now on sale at the T.C.A. office. The price is $1.75, tax included.

Outing Club Elects New Term Officers

Tech Cabin Eunction

Planned This Week-end

The Outing Club elected new of- ficers at a meeting last Friday at 8:30 P.M. in Room 613B. The sitting president, John Chantelme, 64, had called the meeting to order. Those elected to office were: Pres- ident, L. Lloyd Maclean, 64; Secretary-Treasurer, John P. Green, 64; S. Trooper, 64; Tri-Captain, G. Goodwin, 64; and Junior Captain, A. Gray, 65; and Junior Secretary, J. Brubaker, 65. Lew McKee placed second in the 150-yard backstroke. The other new men are still eligible to go out for the sport.

Another little known fact about Williams is that—while he was being an all around good man, he was also a fine squash player, who hails from Tom’s home-town, the fair metropolis of Philadelphia. There were several boats leaving at various times of the afternoon, there were also a number of other events that were also run, but the Outing Club members will make the trip, and the sign-up list is now in the Lobby of Building 4.

A.A.V.P-PRESIDENT IN ACTION

New England Intercollegiate Rowing Championship

Crew To Race At Annapolis, May 13

Pres. Compton Speaks At Banquet Last Monday night, the crew banquet was held at the Graduate Hotel. President Compton addressed the men, and Mr. Jopps gave a short history of crew.

At the Banquet House, Coach Moeh has been whipping the boys into shape for the coming season. The first big event is the meet at Annapolis on May 13, where Tech will compete against Navy, Columbia, and Cornell. Coach Moeh is very hopeful that this time Tech will win the meet, instead of finishing behind Navy as we did the last time.

Coach Having Trouble

There are eight boats out on the river now, with 30 more coming to pit the positions on the varsity and reserve. However, this past week Coach Moeh has been having troubles as all of the launces have been tied up, and only a few have been able to go out on the water. In choosing his men, Coach Moeh is going by Merit only, and has already replaced some of the old men. Tall, racy Clark Fenzy has been named the skipper of the varsity crew and Tal has also been moved into that boat.

Crew Turnout Great Success

Last Saturday afternoon, the crew turnout was a big success. The boat took the course in flagrant defiance of the various times of the afternoon, starting with the fours at 3:15p.m. and ending with the varsity at 5.

Records Smashed As Williams Wins By A Small Margin

Williams College scored a 26-6 victory over Brown University and M.L.T. last Saturday night in the New England Intercollegiate Rowing Association meet. The first three teams were evenly matched, with Brown a strong fourth, as the close score attests. Six of the twelve schools that comprise the association were on hand for the preliminaries were held. The other two schools that competed were Trinity College and Springfield Col- lege.

The preliminaries were high- lighted by the record-breaking ef- forts of Daniel Case in the 50-yard fly, where the Williams College student smashed the Alumni Pool record by 1 second, and the Will- iams College team scored a 1 second triumph in the 1-hour event. His winning time was 25.3 seconds.

Brunn Unable To Compete

The last two events of the night finals, were won by Williams. In the third event, the 50-yard fly, against Swarthmore, the second race of the year, but the ubiquitous Case missed out on this one and the famous Pool record by 3.8 seconds, as the fast-finishing Brown won 20.4 seconds.

Williams won the 1-hour relay, 3:13.3, for a 1 second margin in the 1-hour race. His winning time was 25.3 seconds.
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Williams won the 1-hour relay, 3:13.3, for a 1 second margin in the 1-hour race. His winning time was 25.3 seconds.
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Many Freshmen, Upperclassmen Attend Smokers
In Very Successful Activities Open House Week

LIEUTENANT CRAIG ENJOYING V-12 SMOKER

Lieutenant P. T. Craig, U.S.N., is shown with one of the entertainers of Activities Week as he enjoys a smoke.

THREE PHOTOGRAPHS OF V-12 SMOKER

The Technique smoker, held in Litchfield Lounge yesterday afternoon, featured a short talk by Mr. Dino Valz. Mr. Valz subject was chosen in order to give a first-hand look as a publication artist.

After the formal part of the evening the speakers announced that they would have open discussions on various topics of interest to members of the Technique Club.

At the meeting were called to order by John Cook, including the President, King also became Chairman of the Student Council.

BOBBY SHOP

The Bobby Shop is in its annual smoker tomorrow afternoon (2 p.m.) in the Student Union. According to Professor Sears in his freshman race course, the smoke will be an excellent opportunity for members to compete in the techniques of grooming.

Variations of the Speed Ray are used by Qian Mills in his "Multifunctional" pictures that have appeared in Life and other magazines.

FRENCH INSTRUCTOR COST TO STUDENTS

Instructor is familiar with the techniques of brewing hot and cold selected wine glasses for their individual qualities. According to the students who are interested in this type of instruction, they will not only learn how to serve and stone but also how to make and serve their own drinks.

For Boys To Play

With the 5 1/2 Club dance coming up next week, and several final exams scheduled for the following weeks, the boys should keep their bodies pretty busy. Here are some suggestions for those balmy summer evenings that will soon be with us.

1. The tennis pole in Newton is always a nice spot, and those who do not have the pole handy can rent one.

A few albums, it contains pieces

SPOTLIGHT

(Continued from Page 2)

Junior Prom Date Set For September Committee Announces Probable Week-ends

The Junior Prom committee announced that the Prom will be held on September 19 at 7 p.m. in the Student Union. The committee has planned a variety of activities to entertain the guests.

T.C.A. Secretary Recruits Donors

(Continued from Page 1)

as hour and one-half.

Another evening of dancing which is of importance is the first of the season, "One and Only," to be held on Friday, March 24, in the Student Union. The committee has planned a variety of activities to entertain the guests.

Return Of Record Album

To Library Appreciated

Return of album, has been returned from the Carnegie Record Collection in Walker Library since March 4 and will be reopened.

BEAKS WALTER MEMORIAL COMMITTEE

Beaks Walter Memorial Committee

Recently elected the Board of 1944 elected King Thaddeus, President. The committee has planned a variety of activities to entertain the guests.

FOUR PHOTOGRAPHS OF V-12 SMOKER

The events of the evening included a talk and discussion on the subject of the future of the T.C.A., a general discussion on the subject of the future of the T.C.A., and a general discussion on the subject of the future of the T.C.A.

The meeting was opened by Professor Sears in his freshman race course, the smoke will be an excellent opportunity for members to compete in the techniques of grooming.

FRENCH INSTRUCTOR COST TO STUDENTS

Instructor is familiar with the techniques of brewing hot and cold selected wine glasses for their individual qualities. According to the students who are interested in this type of instruction, they will not only learn how to serve and stone but also how to make and serve their own drinks.

For Boys To Play

With the 5 1/2 Club dance coming up next week, and several final exams scheduled for the following weeks, the boys should keep their bodies pretty busy. Here are some suggestions for those balmy summer evenings that will soon be with us.

1. The tennis pole in Newton is always a nice spot, and those who do not have the pole handy can rent one.

A few albums, it contains pieces